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Introduction. Let M be a smooth manifold of dimension m and s an
integer such that \<s<m— 1. Let GS(TPM) be the set of ^-dimensional linear
subspaces in the tangent space TPM at p and denote by GS(TM) the corre-
sponding Grassmann bundle over M, i.e., GS(TM)= U^M GS(TPM). Harvey-
Lawson [4] introduces the notion of Grassmann geometries, which is described as
follows. Give an arbitary subset <3J of GS(TM). An s-dimensional connected
submanifold S of M is called a C{?-submanifold if at each point p of S the tangent
space TPS belongs to
 CV. The collection of ^-submanifolds constitutes the
cV-geometry. Grassmann geometries are the collective name of such <3J-
geometries.
We consider ^-geometries of the following type. Assume that M is a
compact simply connected riemannian symmetric space and denote by G the
group of isometrics on M. The Lie group G acts transitively on M and at the
same time acts on GS(TM) via the differentials of isometrics. As ^V we take a
G-orbit by this action. The G-orbit ^V is a homogeneous bundle over M with
homogeneous fibres, i.e., C[S= U
 P<=M ^p, ^ ^^ Π GS(TPM), and G acts tran-
sitively on the family of fibres typ. Moreover the isotropy subgroup Kp in G at
p acts transitively on the fibre C[?p. Roughly speaking, Grassmann geometries of
this type correspond to classes of submanifolds with congruent tangent space.
From this point of view the Grassmann geometries are important for us to study
the submanifold theory of riemannian symmetric space.
In this article we especially treat the following G-orbits. Denote by R the
curvature tensor on M. An s-dimensional linear subspace V in TPM is called
strongly curvature-invariant if it satisfies that
(0.1) RP(V,V)V^V and RP(V* 9 V^)
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where V^ denotes the orthogonal complement of V in TpM. As G(? we take the
G-orbit at a strongly curvature-invariant subspace F, and consider the set
<S(M) of such G-orbits over all s. By the first condition of (0.1) such a ^V-
geometry has a unique complete totally geodesic ^-submanifold, except the
difference by isometries. Therefore we have the following problem: Determine
all G-orbits C(? in <S(M) whose CIS-geometries have non-totally geodesic CV-
submanifolds. The motivation to study the G-orbits of this type is due to the
following facts (1), (2):
(1) The fibres C[Sp are also symmetric spaces. In fact, taking a subspace
V'mCVp, by (0.1) we have a unique involutive isometry tp on M such that
tp(p)=ρ, (tp)*(x)=—x if #eF and x if x^V^. Then the involutive inner
automorphism τ of G defined by tp preserves the isotropy subgroup Kp and de-
fines the isotropy subgroup in Kp at F;
(2) A sumbanifold S of M is called a symmetric submanifold if at each point
p in S there exists a unique isometry tp on M such that tp(p)=ρy tp(S)=S>
(tp)*(x)=—x if x^ TPM and x Ίfx^NpM, where NpM denotes the normal space.
A symmetric submanifold is a submanifold with congruent tangent space.
Therefore, to study the above problem is useful for the classification of sym-
metric submanifolds.
In the present paper we study this problem on the following situation: M
is an irreducible compact simply connected symmetric space of classical and in-
ner type, and ^  is a G-orbit such that the restriction of τ to Kp is also of inner
type. Then the Lie algebra g of Killing vector fields on M is compact, simple,
and of classical type. To solve this problem we use a representation theoretic
method of Lie algebra. In sections 1, 2 we explain how to use this. In sections
3, 4 we treat the cases that g are of types Ah Bh respectively, where such G-
orbits C(? are classified and for each Q? the above problem is solved.
In the forthcoming paper II we treat the cases that g are of types Ch DJt
1. Main theorem and the outline of proof
Let (My V) be a pair of compact simply connected riemannian symmetric
space M and strongly curvature-invariant subspace V of TpM. Denote by sp the
geodesic symmetry at p, and by tp an involutive isometry of M defined in Intro-
duction. Let g be the Lie algebra of Killing vector fields on M. Then g is a
compact semisimple Lie algebra and the isometries sp, tp induce involutive
automorphisms σ, r of g which commute each other and whose (+ l)-eigenspaces,
as Lie subalgebra of g, act faithfully on (— l)-eigenspaces. The (—l)-eigensρace
of σ is naturally identified with the tangent space TPM. Through this identi-
fication the Lie algebra g uniquely admits an inner product < , > which is pre-
served by σ, T and for which the endomorphisms ad(-3Γ), Xeg , are skew sym-
metric. Such a quadruple (g, σ, r, < , )>) is called orthogonalpairwίse symmetric
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Lie algebra, abbreviated with OPSLA.
Conversely, given an OPSLA (g, σ, T, <, », we can construct a pair (M, V)
of compact simply connected riemannian symmetric space M and strongly
curvature-invariant subspace V as follows. Let G be the simply connected
compact Lie group with Lie algebra g and K the connected subgroup of G
generated by the Lie subalgebra of (+ l)-eigenspace of σ. Then M is the homo-
genous space G/K and the riemannian metric on M is induced from the bi-
invariant metric on G defined by <, )>. Put p=K in M and denote by tp an
involutive isometry of M induced from an involutive automorphism of G defined
by T. Then tp fixes the pointy and the subspace V is the (—l)-eigensρace of
&W
Two pairs (M, V), (M', V) are equivalent to each other if there exists an
isometry φ of M onto M' such that φχ(V)=V, and two OPSLA's (g, σ, T, < , »,
(g', σ', T', <, X) are equivalent to each other if there exists an automorphism p
of g onto g' such that pσ=σ'p, pτ=τ'p, and <p(-ϊ), p(y)X=<-XΓ, Y> for all
X, y^g. Denote by <S, 0 the sets of equivalence classes, respectively. Then
the above constructions give a one-to-one correspondence between S and O.
(See Naitoh [9]). The set S is regarded as the collection of all <S(M), where M
moves over the isomorphism classes of compact simply connected riemannian
symmetric space by isometries. The set O coreesponds to the isomorphism
classes of semi-simple affine symmetric space by Berger [2], if we disregard the
difference on the inner product < , >. (See Naitoh [9]).
We now assume that a compact simply connected riemannian symmetric
space M is irreducible. Then the Lie algebra g is a compact simple Lie alge-
bra or two copies of compact simple Lie algebra. In the latter case M is a com-
pact simply connected simple Lie group. If M is irreducible, the riemannian
metric is uniquely determined except a scalar multiple. So we may consider
a triple (g, σ, T) instead of an OPSLA (g, σ, T, < , ». Such a triple is called
paίrwίse symmetric Lie algebra, abbreviated with PSLA. In the followings we
always assume that M is irreducible.
A PSLA (g, σ, T) is called a PSLA of inner type if σ is an inner involitive
automorphism of g and the restriction of T to the subalgebra of (+l)-eigenspace
of σ is an inner involutive automorphism of the subalgebra, and otherwise it is
called a PSLA of outer type. If a PSLA (g, σ, T) is of inner type the Lie algebra
g is simple since σ is inner.
We give examples of G-orbits Cψ in the cases that symmetric spaces M have
rank one, except the Cayley plane.
EXAMPLE 1. Let M be the w-dimensional riemannian sphere and V an
r-dimensional subspace of TPM, where rΦO, m. Then V is stongly curvature-
invariant and ^-submanifolds mean r-dimensional connected submanifolds.
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So the ^-geometry admits many non-totally goedesic ^-submanifolds. Mo-
reover the PSLA corresponding to C[S is of inner type if m, r are even, and of
outer type if otherwise.
EXAMPLE 2. Let M be the w-dimensional complex projective space.
(1) Let V be an r-dimensional complex subspace of TPM, where r=Φ=0, n.
Then V is strongly curvature-invariant and C^-submanifolds mean r-dimensional
complex submanifolds. So the ^-geometry admits many non-totally geodesic
C]7-submanifolds. Moreover the PSLA coresponding to Q? is of inner type.
(2) Let V be an ^-dimensional totally real subspace of TPM. Then V is
strongly curvature-invariant and ^-submanifolds mean ^-dimensional totally
real submanifolds. So the ^-geometry admits many non-totally geodesic ^V-
submanifolds. Moreover the PSLA coresponding to C(? is of outer type.
EXAMPLE 3. Let M be the n-dimensional quaternion projective space.
(1) Let V be an r-dimensional quaternionic subspace of TpM, where
rΦO, n. Then V is strongly curvature-invariant and ^-submanifolds mean r-
dimensional quaternionic submanifolds, i.e., the tangent spaces of submanifolds
are preserved by the quaternion structure on M. In this case ^-submanifolds
are always totally geodesic (Alekseevskii [1]). Moreover the PSLA correspond-
ing to C(? is of inner type.
(2) Let V be an w-dimensional totally complex subspace of TPM. Then
V is strongly curvature-invariant and ^-submanifolds mean w-dimensional
totally complex submanifolds. So the ^-geometry admits non-totally geodesic
^-submanifolds. Moreover the PSLA corresponding to Q? is of inner type.
We refer Naitoh-Takeuchi [12] for the existence of non-totally geodesic
^-submanifolds in Example 1, Example 2, and Example 3 (2). Except the
above examples, there are known examples of ^-geometries which admit non-
totally geodesic ^-submanifolds. (See Naitoh [9]). These examples are as-
sociated with PSLA's of outer type.
Our main theorem is now described as follows.
Main Theorem. Let M be an irreducible compact simply connected rieman-
nian symmetric space and °V a G-orbit in S(M) associated with PSLA (g, σ, r)
of inner type. Then g is compact simple and the following hold for g of classical
type:
(1) Let g be the Lie algebra of type Ah />!. In this case the °^'-geometry
admits non-totally geodesic ^-submanifolds if and only if it is one of the CV-
geometries in Example 2,(1);
(2) Let g be the Lie algebra of type Bh l>.2. In this case the CV-geometry
admits non-totally geodesic ^-submanifolds if and only if it is one of the CV-
geometries in Example 1 (m: even and r: even);
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(3) Let g be the Lie algebra of type Chl>3. In this case the ty -geometry
admits non-totally geodesic CV-submanifolds if and only if it is one of the CV-
geometries in Example 3, (2);
(4) Let g be the Lie algebra of type Dh />4. In this case no £(? -geometry
admits non-totally geodesic ^-submanifolds.
Corollary. Let M, °^ be the same as above. Assume moreover that ^V is
none of G-orbits in Example 1 (m: even and r: even), Example 2,(1), Example
3,(2). Then a symmetric submanifold which belongs to the £(? -geometry is always
totally geodesic.
We here remark that the symmetric submanifolds are classified for the case
that M has rank one. (cf. See Naitoh-Takeuchi [12].)
In the rest of this section we explain the outline for the proof of this theorem.
Let M be an irreducible compact simply connected riemannian symmetric space
and cy
 a
 G-orbit in S(M) with PSLA (g, σ, r). Let S be a q^-submanifold.
Take a point p of S and put V=TpS. We may assume that σ, r are induced
from the involutive isometries sp, tp. Denote by ϊ, \> the (:tl)-eigenspaces by σ,
and by ϊ± (resp £±) the (^l^eigenspaces in f (resp. £) by r. Then ϊ+ is a sub-
algebra of g and vector spaces f_, £± are ϊ+-modules. Moreover we have the
following identifications :
and
where ΩP(M) denotes the holonomy algebra of M at p and ΩJ(M) are subspaces
of ΩP(M) defined as follows:
= {fenp(M) J(TpS)c:TpSJ(NpS)c:NpS}
and
Denote by a the second fundamental form of S and by A the shape operator,
and for x^TpS define an endomorphism Tx of TPM as follows: T3e(y)=a(x9y)9
—Ay(x) according as y^TpS or y^NpS, respectively. Then, since S is a CV-
submanifold, the endomorphisms TXίx^TxS, belong to Ωj(Λf) (Naitoh [11]).
So a linear map T of p_ to ϊ_ is defined by T(x)=T
x
. It here follows by the
symmetry of a that
(1.1) [T(x),y\ = T,(y) = a(x,y) = [T(y), x]
for x,yG$- = TpS. Define a linear map p of pϊ®!- toΛ2(t>ϊ)®t>+ by p(λ) (x,y)
= [λ(ίc),y] — [\(y)9 x] for xet>*®I_ and x9y&$-. Here for a vector space
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W, W* denotes the dual space of W. Then p is a ϊ+-homomorρhism and
satisfies that p(T)=0. Hence, by (1.1) we have the following
Lemma 1.1 (KEY LEMMA). If the ϊ+-homomorphism p is infective, a CV-
submanifold is always totally geodesic.
This homomorphism p is called the homomorphίsm associated with the G-orbit
CϊΛ We study on the injectivity of the complexificaiton of p, which is a ϊ+-
homomorphism of (p£)*(g)I£ to Λ2(t>-)*<8Ψ? and is denoted by the same notation
p. Here (*)c denotes the complexification of (*).
We first see a weight space decomposition of the ϊ+-module (t)5)*®15. Let
(g, cr, r) be a PSLA of inner type. Let ϊj be a maximal abelian subalgebra of g
and take a fundamental root system U={aly •••, at} in \/^T§ with respect to
the Cartan subalgebra tf. Let {H^ •••,#/} in v^--ϊ§ be the dual vectors of
Π, i.e., ^aiyHjy=Sij for all i,j. Then, since σ is inner, we may assume that
σ=exρ ad(τr x/^TJϊ;) for some i (cf. Murakami [8]). We denote this Hi by Hσ.
Let ΐ
s
 be the semisimple part of f. Either of the following cases is possible;
Case (a): ϊ = f
s
 or Case (b): Ϊ = C0ΪS, where c=\/^ΪRHi. In Case (a) put
I),— §. Then ϊj? is a Cartan subalgebra of ϊf and the subset Π
s
={α0, a^ •••,
#,-_!, ctf+1, •••, at} in \/— 1§S gives a fundamental root system of ϊf with respect
to ϊj? , where α0 is the minus multiple of the highest root of Π. In Case (b)
the subalgebra ή is decomposed into the sum of center c and maximal abelian
subalgebra §4 in ϊs, where §? is a Cartan subalgebra of if. The subset ΐls—
{cίiy •••, α,--!, ai+ι, •••, α/} in >/— l§s gives a fundamental root system of ϊf with
respect to this Cartan subalgebra.
We now decompose ϊ
s
 into the sum of simple ideals ϊ;., l<j<r and put
ϊ jy=ϊj
s
nϊy, and then decompose Π5 into the sum of fundamental root systems
Πy={αfy1, •• ,αyrcy)} of ϊy7 with respect to the Cartan subalgebras ϊjf. Denote
by ί^ , •• ,Kj
r(..^ the dual vectors of Πy in ^~H\^r Since the restriction r
of T to ϊ is inner, we may assume that
(1.2) T = exp ad(^ v/IΓΪ Σ K^J
for some daul vectors K. j , where the summation Σ does not necessarily move
over ally. Put — aQ=^k mk ak, where mky 1 <k<l, are positive integers. Then,
the following holds.
Lemma 1.2 (CF. C. YEN [13]). (1) In Case (a) an involutive automorph-
ism of ! given in the form (1.2) can be extended to an involutive automorphism of
g if and only if the following condition
(1.3) Σy^cy) = 0 (mod 2)
is satisfied. Then every extended automorphism is involutive.
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(2) In Case (b) an involutive automorphism of ϊ given in the form (1.2) can
be always extended to an involutive automorphism of g. Then an extended in-
volutive automorphism is given in the following form:
for some Z e v/ZΓJ c.
Denote by TO the extended involutive automorphism of g given in the above
lemma: τ0=exρ ad(π\/^ΪKτo), where .SΓTo=Σ κis^ ίn Case (a) and KτQ=
^Kj
s
^+Z in Case (b). Then, since the f-module t> is irreducible, it follows
by Schur's lemma that r=To or r==τ0σ. According to each case we put Hτ=Kro
Let Δ be the set of roots of QC with respect to Ijc and set
Δ
ϊ+ = {α<ΞΔ; <<*, Hσy and <α, #τ>: even} ,
Δ f_ = {αeΔ; <α, #,,>: even and <α, #τ>: odd} ,
Δp+ = {αreΔ; <<*> #„•>: odd and <α, #τ>: even} ,
Δp_ = {αeΔ; <α, J5Γσ> and <<*, #τ>: odd} .
Then Δ
ϊ+ is the set of roots of 1$ with respect to ϊjc, and Δj_, Δp+, Δ* are the
sets of weights of the ϊ+-modules ϊ£, p? , pi with respect to §c, respectively.
Taking root vectors X
Λ
, αeΔ, we have the following decompositions:
Let ω
Λ
, α^Δ, be the dual forms of X
Λ
, αGΔ. Then the set Λ of weights
of the f+-modlue (^)£)*®I£ is given by the set {— a+β; α^Δp_, /3^Δ f_} and
a basis of weight vectors is given by ω
Λ
®X
βJ αeΔp_, /5GΔ|_.
We now take a total order < on \/— 1§ such that Π is the system of sim-
ple roots in Δ and denote by Δ+ the set of positive roots in Δ Then Δ
ϊ+ Π Δ
+
,
denoted by Δ{^, is the set of positive roots in Δ
ϊ+ Denote by φ the represen-
tation of ϊ£ on the vector space ({>£)* (g)ϊίι. A vector u in ({>£)* ®ϊ£ is called
maximal if it holds that φ(X^) u=0 for all γ in Δf++. A maximal weight vector
gives the highest weight vector of an irreducible submodule. By virtue of
Schur's lemma, to see the injectivity of the I+-homomorρhism p assocaited with
the PSLA (g, σ, T), we may see whether p(u) are zero or not for all maximal
weight vectors u.
Our procedure is done as follows. Let u be a maximal vector with weight
If u is represented as a proper linear combination of r weight vectors
p l<i<r, such that \=— α, +/3t , the integer r is called the length
of u and is denoted by l(u). Dividing into the cases that /(κ)=l, l(u)=2> and
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l(u)>3y we will see whether ρ(u) vanishes or not. In the next section we
prepare some conditions to see this.
2. Some conditions for the non-vanishing of p(u)
Let (g, cr, r) be a PSLA of inner type and p the ϊ+-homomorρhism associat-
ed with the PSLA. We retain the notations in the previous section. Let u
be a maximal vector with a weight λ in Λ and represent u as follows:
u= Σ*eΞΓp_^* ωα>®^λ+<*> "where a
Λ
(a^T^_) are nonzero complex numbers and T^_
is a subset in Δp_ . Put Γj_ =λ+Γp_ C Δ f_ . We define complex numbers NΛtβ for
α, /3eΔ as follows: ΛΓ
Λ)β is the complex number such that [XΛ, Xβ]=NΛtβ XΛ+β
if a-\-β is a root, and N
Λtβ is zero if α+/3 is not a root. Then it follows that
(u) = Σi 0* ^x+i.e (
= Σ2 0* ΛΓλ+(M (ω-Λωβ)®-Xλ+aH.β
+ Σa K N
λ
+«,«'—a«' Nχ+*'.*) (ω*
Here Σi means the summation for αeΓp_, δ^Δp. such that λ+α+δ is a root
in Δ, and Σ£ means the summation for #eΓp_, SeΔp.— Γp- such that λ+α+δ
is a root, and Σa means the summation for α, α'eΓp_ such that λ+α+α' is a
root and such that a<a' for the fixed total order < on \/— 1§. Noting that
the weight vectors (ω
Λ
Λω
δ
)®^
λ
-f
Λ
+
δ> (ωβlΛωfl,')®-Xλ+β>+βl' which appear in the
summations Σ2> Σa are linearly independent, we have the following
Proposition 2.1. ZVie z ^ ίor ρ(u) vanishes if and only if the following con-
ditions (1), (2) are satisfied:
(1) S+β is not a root for any δeΔp_— Γp_ and any βeΓt_
(2) For distinct vectors a, a' ^Γp_ such that \+a+af is a root, it holds that
By using this proposition we show some conditions for the nonvanishing of
Lemma 2.2. Assume that the weight λ is a root in Δ Then ρ(u) does not
vanish if it holds that — Γ^.ΦΓ^,. Particularly if — Γp_ ΠΓp_ = 0, it does not
vanish.
Proof. By the above condition there exists a vector a0 in Γp_ such that
— or0φΓp_. In Proposition 2.1, (1) put S=—a0yβ=\+a0. Then S+β is
equal to λ, which is a root. Hence p(u) does not vanish. Π
Lemma 2.3. Assume that l(u)=\ and put Γp_ = {a} and Γ f_ = {β} . Then
p(u) does not vanish if and only if there exists a vector δ in Δp_ — {#} such that
S+β is a root.
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Proof. In this case the condition (2) in Proposition 2.1 is always satisfied.
Hence our claim is obvious. Π
We now consider the following condition (*) on Γ f_. This consists of
the conditions (*1), (*2):
(*1) For /?, β' in Γ f_ such that β<βr, there exists a positive root γ in
Δ£ such that β+γ=β';
(*2) For any γ in Δ .^, there exists at most one root β in Γ f_ such that
,..
Lemma 2.4. Assume that l(u)>2 and that Γ f_ satisfies the condition (*)•
Then ρ(u) does not vanish if there exist two vectors a0, α1(α0<α1) in Γ« such that
tfo+A=A)+tfι & a root in Δ and a0+βQ is not a root in Δ, where a~βi—\,
/=0 1.
Proof. Represent u as above, i.e., tt=Σ*<=rp_ «* ω*®^, where yS=
By the condition (*1) take a positive root γ in Δ^ such that βι=β0+7. Then
the condition (*2) implies that a vector β in Γ?_ such that γ+βeΓ^ is only βQ.
Denote by φ the representation of ϊ$ on the vector space (t>£)*®ϊ£. Since w is
a maximal vector, it follows that
and so
(2.1) a^N^^a^N^.
We now show that a^N^^a^N^^. If so, the vector p(u) does not
vanish by Proposition 2.1, (2). Because X+a0+«i is equal to /30+^ι> which is
a root.
We first note that N^β^N^^ [X^ X
βo
]=N
Λltβo XΛl+βo, and [X
=Λ
r
ίίo>y XΛl. Then, since α0+/30 is
 not a root> ^ follows that
and so AΓ^.^ ΛΓ
-β
.,= -ΛΓtΛ ΛΓβlt(lβ. This, together with (2.1), implies that
«-.tf-1A=-
β
 ι
ΛW Π
We now explain how to apply these lemmas for three cases.
Case (1): /(«)=!. In this case a maximal weight vecotr u is represented
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as follows: u=aω
Λ
®X
β
, where a is the minus multiple of a dominant weight
of the f+-module pi and β is a dominant weight of the ϊ+ -module Ϊ5. Conversely
a weight vector u constructed by such α, β is maximal. The non-vanishing of
p(u) is completely determined by Lemma 2.3.
Case (2): l(u)=2. In this case a maximal weight vector u is represented
as follows: u=a ω
Λ
®X
β
+b ω
Λ
>®X
β
'. The maximal condition of u is described
as follows: For
(2.2)
where terms which contain ω
δ
, X8 are regarded as zero if δ is not a root. Suppose
that af>a and put μ=a'—a=β'—β>Q.
We first assume that μ is not a root in Δ In this case, vectors ω
Λ
-ι®X
β
,
ω
Λ
®Xβ+t, ω#'-t®Xβ', a>
Λ
'®Xβ'+ι are linearly independent if they appear.
Hence the vectors a— γ, β+y, a'— 7, β'+Ύ are not roots for γeΔj^. This
implies that or, a' are the minus multiple of dominant weights in Δp_ and that
β, β' are dominant weights in Δp_. Conversely a weight vector u constructed
by such cc, a ', β, β' is maximal and μ is not a root. Such a w is said to be
decomposable.
We next assume that μ is a root in Δ, and thus in Δ?
+
+ . By the same way
as above, it follows that a— γ, β+7, a'— γ, β'+γ are not roots for
such that γφμ. Set γ=μ. Then, by (2.2), it follows that
0 = —
+(aNμ>tβ-bNμ>fΛ)
where vectors ω
Λ
-μ,®X
β
, ω
Λ
®Xβ', ω^®X
β
^+μ, are linearly independent if they
appear. Hence the vectors a—μ, β'+μ are not roots and it holds that aNμtβ=
bNμ,tΛ. These imply the following: a is the minus multiple of a dominant
weight in Δp_ β' is a dominant weight in Δ t_ <*'— Ύ, β+Ύ are not weights for
^+ — {μ} Then u is given in the following form :
Conversely a weight vector u consrtucted by such (α, a'y β, β '; μ) is maximal.
Such a u is said to be indecomposable.
We now consider the non-vanishing of p(u) for a maximal weight vector
u with length 2. Our procedure is done as follows: Suppose that u is indecom-
posable. Then Γj_ satisfies the condition (*). We find out all objects
(α, α', /3, /3'; μ) and then aplpy Lemma 2.2 or 2.4. Even there is a case that
we can apply neither of these lemmas, using case by case arguments, we can
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check that there is a maximal weight vector v in Case (1) such that ρ(v) is van-
ishing, or Proposition 2.1 (1) does not hold. Hence in the former case we can
see that p is not injective, and in the latter case we can see that p(u) is non-
vanishing. Suppose next that u is decomposable. We find out all objects
(α, a', /3, β') and then apply Lemma 2.2. (In this case we can not apply Lemma
2.4 because of the condition (*!).) Even if we can not apply Lemma 2.2, we
can check the same facts as the indecomposable case. Hence our procedure is
completed.
Case (3): l(u)>3. It is not difficult to determine the weight spaces with
dim>3 explicitly by using case by case argument, and we can use the same
arguments as in Case (2).
We last explain about the notion "family of PSLAV. Let (g, cr, T) be a
PSLA. From this PSLA we can construct the following new PSLA's: (g, σ, τσ ),
(g, T, σ), (g, T, τ<r), (g, err, σ), and (g, σr, T). The collection of these PSLA's is
said to be a family. For PSLA's in the same family, the subalgebras l+ coincide
and the collections of subspaces ϊ_, p+, p_ concide except order.
Let ΞF be a family. By arguments in § 1, if a PSLA in 3? is of inner type,
all PSLA's in £F are also of inner type. We then say that £F is of inner type.
Otherwise, we say that ΞF is of outer type.
Two families 2% £F' are said to be equivalent to each other if there exist a
PSLA in £F and a PSLA in 3' which are equivalent to each other. Then the
PSLA's in £F equivalently correspond to the PSLA's in £F'.
In the following sections we will first see the equivalence of families and
the equivalence of PSLA's in each family, and next see the injectivity of p for
each PSLA.
3. The PSLA's with Lie algebra g of type At
Let g be the Lie algebra of type Ah that is, the Lie algebra 811 (/+ 1) of skew
hermitian matrices of degree /+! with trace 0. Then the Dynkin diagram of
the fundamental root system Π is given as follows:
O — O ----- O -<
«! a2 at
Put
0, - exp
and let JliJ9 l<j<i<ly and oϊ/ ;y*, 1<;<*<&^> be the families which con-
tain the PSLA's (g, 0,, 0y), (g, 0f , 0yΛ), respectively.
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Lemma 3.1. A PSLA (g, σ, r) of inner type is equivalent to a PSLA which
belongs to one of the families Jl{j or <Λ{ jk, by an inner automorphism of g.
Proof. We may assume that σ=0, . Then ϊ=c+I4. We divide into the
following cases: (1) ί=l, (2) i=l, and (3) l<i<l.
Case (1): ί=l. The Dynkin diagram of Π
s
 is given as follows:
O-o ----- O
<*2 #3 «/
Hence we may assume that the restriction T of r is given in the following form:
where 2<j<L Put Kj=alHl-\ ----- [-#/#/• Since
aky=Sjk for 2<k<l, it follows that Kj=alHl+Hj and thus 7=exp ad
(\/— 1 7T //,.). This implies that τ=τo=exp ad(\/— 1 TT #/) or T=TO <r. Hence
the PSLA (g, σ, T) belongs to cjϊyl.
Case (2): i=l. By the same way as Case (1), the PSLA (g, σ, T) belongs to
JLtJJ where 1 <;</-!.
Case (3): !</</. The Dynkin diagram of Π
s
 is given as follows:
0-0 ----- O
«! α2 «,_! αί+1 αt>2 or/
We may assume that the restriction f is one of the following cases (a), (b), (c).
(a) τ=exp ad^^T π Kj), l<j <i-l: It follows that K.=a{
for some a^R and thus τ=exp ad(\/— 1 π H^). This implies that T=TO=
exp ad(\/— 1 π- JHΓy) or T=TO σ. Hence the PSLA (g, σ, T) belongs to <JLir
(b) τ'=expad(\/^:T7r^), z+l<^</: By the same way of (a), the
PSLA (g, σ, T) belongs to t_Aki.
(c) τ=exp ad(v/HTw(jR:y+JS:A)), 1 <j<i<k<l: It follows that ^ +^
=aiHi+H.+Hk and thus τ=exp ad(v/::rl7r(^y+^)) This implies that
Tr=τ0=exp ad(\/— 1 π(H.-\-H^j) or T=TOOT. Hence the PSLA (g, σ, T) belongs
tOcΛ y*. D
If /=!, there exists no PSLA of inner type. So we suppose that />2.
From the above proof, we can see that the subalgebra ϊ+ for JLis has the 2-
dimensional center and that the subalgebra f+ for <Jlf
 ; jk has the 3-dimensional
center. Hence the families Jl^ are never equivalent to the families c^ y*.
We first see the equivalence among the families <Λ{j and then the equivalence
among the PSLA's which belong to each Jlir
Let V be an (/+l)-dimensional eucildean space which contains \/— 1§ as a
subspace, and {^ , •••, el+1} an orthonormal basis which satisfies that ai=ei—ei+1
for all i. Then it holds that
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for all i. Let W(Δ) be the Weyl group of the root system Δ Then W(Δ)
equals the group of permutations of el9 •••, el+1 and each element in PF(Δ) in-
duces an inner automorphism of g. For an integer k such that 1<Ξ&<Ξ/+1, let
WQ be the element in TF(Δ) defined by the permutation
1 2 -. k-l k k+l -. l+l
A k-l -. 2 1 k+l ... 7+1
For integers y, k such that y, &>1 and j+k^l+l, let «>ί* be the element in
W(Δ) defined by the permutation
1 ... j j+l »• >+* j+k+1 »• /+!
+l - J+ft 1 " k j+k+ί - 7+1
Then it follows that
where we regard HM as 0, and it follows that
Let φo, φ{k be inner automorphisms of g induced by α>o, «>{*, respectively.
Fora family JL
Γ] put i=j+k and /+l=i+r. Then j, Λ, r>l and the
following holds.
Proposition 3.2. Γ^o families Jlij9 JL^^ are equivalent to each other if and
only if the triples (j, k, r), (jr
 y k' , r') coincide except order.
Proof. Consider the PSLA (g, 0, , 0y) in JL^ and the PSLA (g, θ^ θ y/) in
oljy. Then it follows that diml-=2/fe, dimt>+=2Λr, dimί?_=2;> and that
dimll=2/fe/, dim^^afeV, dim pί.=2;V. (See (3.3) later.)
If Jli is equivalent to oί,-^/, triples (jft, Λr, r/) and (j'Λ', ΛV, r'j') coincide
except order. This implies that triples (j, ,^ r), ( j r , k', r') coincide except order.
To prove the converse we may prove the following equivalences:
(1) JL
n
 « JLik and (2) Jtif ^ Jlr+ktf
where Jljh, Jtr+k,r have triples (k,j, r), (r, A,j), respectively.
(1) Consider the inner automorphism φ{k. Then it follows that φ{k 0, =0,
φί
ky φ(k θj=θi θk φ{k. This implies that (g, θiy θj) is equivalent to (g, θf, θf θk)
and thus Jl{j is equivalent to Jlik.
(2) Consider the inner automorphism φ\fl. Then it follows that φo*1 0{
=θ
r
 <po+1> φl+1 θ =θk+r φl
+1
. This implies that JL^ is equivalent to Jlk+rtr. Π
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By virtue of this proposition we may consider only the families JL{j with
triple (/, k, r) such that j<k<r. Such a family is said to be a proper family
of type AI and a family without the above condition is said to be simply a family
of type AI.
Proposition 3.3. Let JLtj be a proper family of type AI with triple (j, k, r)
and set (g, σ, τ)=(Q, θh θj). Then the following hold:
(1) Ifj<k<r, all the PSLA's in JL{j are non-equivalent to each other;
(2) Ifj=k<r, only the following equivalences hold:
(3.1) (g, σ, T) « (g, σ, σr), (g, T, σ) SA (g, στ, σ) ,
(g, T, σr) « (g, σr, r)
(3) Ifj<k=r, only the following equivalences hold:
(3.2) (g, σ, r) « (g, σr, T), (g, σ, err) » (g, σr, <r) ,
(β> T, *0«(β» τ>στ)
(4) Ifj=k=r, all the PSLA's in JL{j are equivalent to each other.
Proof. (1) Since dim ϊ_<dim £_<dim p+, Our claim is obvious.
(2) The equivalences (3.1) follow since φ{k θ~θ{ φ{k and φ{k θj=θi θk φ{k
=e{ θj φ{k. The non-equivalences for other pairs in Jl{. are easily obtained by
the fact that dim ϊ_<dim p_=dim p+.
(3) Consider the inner automorphism (φίk)"1 φ^1 φίk instead of φ{k in
(2). Then our claim follows by the same way as (2).
(4) The equivalences (3.1), (3.2) hold for k<r and j<k, respectively.
Hence our claim is obvious. Π
In the followings the equivalences (3.1) are said to be of first type and the
equivalences (3.2) of second type.
We next see the equivalence among families <Λ{; jk and then the equivalence
among the PSLA's which belong to each cJf
ί ; y A. For JLiljk put j=a, i=j+b,
k=i+c, l+l=k+d. Then a,b,c,d>\ and the following holds.
Proposition 3.4. Two families <Jl{; jkf Jl^. y/Λ/ are equivalent to each other
if and only if the quadruples (a, b, c, d), (a'', br3 c', d'} coincide except order.
Proof. Consider the PSLA's (g, θiy θjk) snd (g, θ^ 0/Λ/). Then it follows
that dim t-=2(ab+cd), dim $+=2(bc+ad), dim $-=2(ac+bd) and that dim ϊl=
2(a' b'+cf d')y dim #=2(i' c'+a' df), dim }L=2(a' c'+b' d'),. (See (3.8) later.)
If <Jti;jk, <-&i'\jfkf are equivalent to each other, triples (ab-\-cd, bc-\-ad,
ac+bd) and (af b'+c' d'3 b' c'+a' d', a' c'+b' d') coincide ecxept order. This
implies that quadruples (α, by c, d), (a', b'y c', d') coincide except order.
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To prove the converse we may see the following equivalences:
(1) oϊ < s / J k «oί < ί M , (2) cΛ ;y*-oί*- y ; Λ-M,
(3) <JLi
 jk ^ <-Ά>d+C i d,d+C+b
where Jl{; bk, cΛ-y. A.M, Jld+c. dtd+c+b have the quadruples (b, a, c, d), (c, b, a, d),
(d, c, i, #), respectively.
(1) Consider the inner automorphism φlb. Then it gives the equivalence
of (a, 0, , θjk) onto (3, (9,., 0ίft (9,.). Hence ^ ; >jk is equivalent to oΐ,. w.
(2) Consider the inner automorphism <po Then it gives the equivalence
of (a, (9, , θjk) onto (g, θk-i,k, θk-j). Hence o?, . jk is equivalent to JLk,J. k_ith.
(3) In the same way as Proposition 3.2, (2), the equivalence (3) is obtained
by the automorphism <pέ41. Π
By virtue of this proposition we may consider only the families ULiljk
with quadruple (α, ό, c, d) such that a<b<*c<d. Such a family is said to be a
proper family of type All and a family without the above condition is said to be
simply a family of type AIL
Proposition 3.5. Let Jli.
 jk be a proper family of type All with quadruple
(a, b, c, d) and set (3, σy T)=(Q, θ{) θjk). Then the following hold:
(1) // a<b<c<d, all the PSLA's in <Jlt. jk are non-equivalent to each other \
(2) If a=b<c<d or a<b<c=d, only the equivalences of first type hold]
(3) If a<b=c<d, only the equivalences of second type hold;
(4) // a=b=c<d, a<b=c=d, or a=b=c=d, all the PSLA's in JL{. jk are
equivalent to each other.
Proof. (1) It follows that dim !_>dim t>_>dim £+. Hence our claim is
obvious.
(2) Assume first that a~b<c<d and consider the inner automorphism
φϊ
b
. Then it follows that
 φ
γ β—Q^Ϋ and φ\b θjk=θiθbkφalb=θiθjkφalb.
Hence the equivalences of first type are obtained.
Assume next that a<b<c=d and consider the inner automorphism φ—
(φb*1)'1 φd\ φί+l The equivalences of first type are similarly obtained.
For both cases it holds that dim ϊ_>dimp_=dimp. f. This shows the
non-equivalences for other pairs in Jli ;jk.
(3) Consider the inner automorphism φ=(φίb)~l φ\ φ\b. Then it gives
the equivalences of second type. The non-equivalences for other pairs in Jli. jk
follow by the fact that dim ϊ_=dim p_>dim t)+.
(4) The equivalences of (2) hold for b<c and those of (3) hold for
a<b=c<d. Hence our claim is obvious. Π
We now see the injectivity of the l+-homomorρhism p associated with each
PSLA.
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Fix a positive integer r and denote by Zr the set of ordered r-tuples of
integers. Set
a b c
R=:Rl = {±(0-0 ί^ ϊ (
The set R is considered as follows: Represent the roots of type At by linear
combinations of the fundamental root system and identify them with the /-tuples
of coefficients. Suppose that r<L Then 72 (resp. R— {(O O)}) is the set of
r-tuples of coefficients which are taken out from positions fixed consecutively,
provided that rΦl (resp. r=l). Moreover denote by R2[(l)i] (resp. R2[(l)i9 (ί)y])
the subset in R2 of pairs (£) such that the ί-components of or, β are a, b (resp. such
that the /-components of α, β are ay b and the j-components are c, d), and for
λeZr denote by /?£[*] the subset in R2[*] of pairs (%) satisfying that λ=— a+β.
Then we can check the following lemma by a usual argument.
Lemma 3.6. Let λ be an r-tuples in Zr. Then the following hold:
(1) The following each set has at most 2 elements: Rl[(ϊl)
r
], R*[(Tl)i],
*J[(ϊUi)r];
(2) The set Rl[(l)
r
] (resp. Λj[(})ι]) has at most 1 element if λΦ(O O), and
has just r elements with form
/o - o i ... ι\
 t (i ... i o ... o\ x
lo ... o i ... i j ("* (i ... i o ... o) )
(3) The set Rl[($)ι, (S"1),] has at most 1 element if λφ(l l), and has just
r— 1 elements with form
,o ... o -i ... -i
ll - 1 0 - 0
In the following we represent a root of type At by a linear combination
of the fundamental root system Π and identify it with an /-tuple of coefficients.
Case AI: The families Jltj with triple (j, k, r)
Put σ=θι and τ=θ; . Then, for each PSLA in JLijy the corresponding
symmetric space M and the totally geodesic ^-submanifold N are given as
follows: (N is locally described.)
(a) q; = (9) σ, r): M = SU(l+l)IS(U(j+k)x U(r)).
In this case JV = gu(j+r)/§(u(y)φu(r));
(b) ^ = (a, β , σr): M = SU(l+l)IS(U(j+k)xU(r)).
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In this case N =
(c) <V = (g, T, σ): M = SU (1+1)1 S(U(j) X U(k+r)).
In this case 2V = 8u(/+r)/S(tt(/)φu(r));
(d) q> =
 (9) τ> στ): M = SU (1+1)1 S(U (fix U(k+r)).
In this case ΛΓ = §u (/+&)/§ (u(/)φu(Λ));
(e) q; = (g,
 στ> σ): M = SU(l+l)jS(U(k)χ U(j+r)).
In this case 2V = 8u (fc+r)/8 (u (Λ) φu (r))
(f) q; = (g, o-r,
 τ
): M = SU(l+l)jS(U(k)χU(j+r)).
In this case N = &n(j+k)l&(n(j)@vι(k)).
For the PSLA (g, σ, T), the subsets Δt++, Δ,+_, Δ*+, Δ^_ of Δ+ are given as fol-
lows: (Here Δ^^
(3.3) Δ£ =
(o-oi io o ό o)
(O.-.O-O-Ol-lO-O),
= {δsΔ+; δ = (0-01-i-10-0-0)> ,
= {δeΔ+; δ = (O-O-Ol--lO-O)} ,
δ,. = δ
ί
 = l}
δ = (0 01 ί.. ί-10 0)} .
If />3, the dominant weights in Δj_, Δ,,+, Δ .^ are given by (3.4), (3.5), (3.6),
respecively:
(3.4) (l-i-lO-O), -(O θίθ-O-0) .
(3.5) (0-Ol ί l), -(O-d-θίθ-0).
(3.6) (l.»i».i.»l), -(O-oί-ίo-O).
If 1=2, the subset ΔI+ is empty and so the weights in Δ t_, Δp+, Δp. are all
dominant.
We now see the injectivity of p for Case (c) : ^ =(9, T, σ). Note that in this
case p is a homomorphism of (t>£)*<gψ? to Λ2(t>£)*®ϊ5.
We first suppose that />3. Then the minus multiple of dominant wei-
ghts in Δp_ are given by (eel), (a2) and the dominant weights in Δp+ are given by
(αl) -(l.;.ί...ί...l), (a2) (O θί ίθ-0).
(βl) (O Ol-ί-1), (02) -(0-d θίθ O).
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Case (1): 7(w)=l. Represent u as follows: u=a ω
Λ
®X
β
. Then the pair
(a, β) is one of pairs ((as), (β t))y where s, t=l, 2. Applying Lemma 2.3 to
each pair, we obtain that p(u)=0 for pairs ((αl), (/?!)) (/=!), ((tf2), (/32)) (/=!)
and p(tt)Φθ for the other pairs.
Case (2): l(u)=2. Note that in this case there exists no decomposable
maximal weight vector. Hence we suppose that u is indecomposable. As in
§2 consider the object (or, a',β,β'\ μ) associated with u. Since this object is
determined by a, β'y μ, we consider the triple (#, β'\ μ) instead of it. Consider
the following elements in Δ
ϊ+:
(μl) (O-d-d-01), (μ2) (0-0 010 0).
Then the triples (α, β'\ μ) are given in the following:
(1) ( (αl) ,GSl) ;(A*l)) ,/Φ/; (2) ( ( < x l ) t ( β 2 ) t(μl)),i=l-l;
(3) ((a2),(βl) ,(μ2)),i=l-l; (4) ((a 2), (β 2) (μ 2)), ί Φ /.
Lemma 2.4 is available for cases (1), (4) and Lemma 2.2 is available for cases
(2), (3). So it follows that p(u) Φ 0.
Case (3): l(u)>3 We see the weight spaces with dim>3. Let λ be a
weight in Λ and let ay β be roots such that λ=— #+/?, where αeΔp. and
/3eΔp+ Denote by ak, bk> \k(l<k<l) the &-th components of α, y8, λ, respec-
tively. Since Λ, =±l and 6y=0, it follows that χ^==pl. Suppose that λy=l.
(For the case that \.= — 1 we can similarly do the argument mentioned below.)
Then it follows by (3.3) that λ, =0, 2.
3 *
If \.=0, the pair (*£\ has the form (Q φ φ < ~^1 "" ~| Y If the weight
space for λ has the dimension more than 3, it follows by Lemma 3.6 that \=
(0—01 —ί —10—d—0), and the pair (*} has the form
(37) 1° -0-1- -1 - -1 - -10 -0
\0 -. 0 ...0-1- -1 - -10 -0
Hence for a maximal vector u in this weight space, it follows by Lemma 2.2 that
p(fi)Φθ.
3 i
If λ, =2, the pair ί ^1 has the form (n ... Q '" i )• By Lemma 3.6,
the weight space for this λ has at most dimension 2.
We next suppose that 1=2. Then it holds that
Δ,+. = {(10)} , Δp++ = {(01)} , Δp+_ = {(11)} .
So a weight λ in Λ is one of ±(10), ±(12) and each weight space has dimension
1. Hence we may consider Case (1): l(u)=l. By Lemma 2.3 it holds that
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p(u)=0 for λ=±(12) and p(w)φO fro the other λ.
Summing up the above arguments, we have the following result for the
PSLA of Case (c) the homomorphism p is not injective if and only if j= 1. For
the other cases we have similar results; p is not injective only for the following
cases: Cases (a), (b), i=/; Case (d),y=l; Cases (e), (f), j=i—l. These cases
imply the cases of Example 2, (1) in §1.
Theroem 3.7. Let £[? be the G-orbiΐ which corresponds to a PSLA in a
family of type AL Then the ^-geometry admits non-totally geodesic CV-
submanifolds if and only if it is one of the ^-geometries in Example 2, (1).
Case All: The families <J^
 ;Jk with quadruple (a, b, c, d)
Put <r=0, and τ=θjk. Then, for each PSLA in <Jl{. jh, the corresponding
symmetric space M and the totally geodesic ^-submanifold N are given in the
following: (N is locally described.)
(a) <V = (β, σ, T): M = SU(l+l)IS(U(a+b)X U(c+d)).
In this case N = §u(α+c)/£(u(α)0u(<:)) 0 8u(i+rf)/3(u(i)θu(έ/));
(b) <V = (8, σ, σr): M = SU(l+l)jS(U(a+b)χ U(c+d)).
In this case N = &n(b+c)lS(n(b)®n(c)) 0 §u(α+rf)/§(u(α)0u(J));
In this case N = βu(α+c)/δ(u(Λ)0u(c)) 0 i
(d) cy = (
a
,
 τ> στ): M = SU(l+l)IS(U(b+c)x U(a+d)).
In this case N = βtt(β+A)/β(u(fl)0tt(i)) 0 8u(c+d)l*(n(c)®n(d))
 9
(e) cy = (g, στ, σ): M = St/(/+l)/S(l7(tf+^)X ϋ(ft+rf))
In this case JV == §u(έ+c)/§(u(i)0u(c)) 0 ι
(f) q7 = (e,crT,T):M =
In this case N = &u(a+b)l8(n(a)®n(b)) 0 %u(c+d)l%(n(c)®n(d)).
For the PSLA (g, σ, T), the subsets Δ^, Δp± of Δ+ are given as follows:
(3.8) Δf+ - {δe=Δ+; δ, - 0, (δ , δ,) - (0,0), (1,1)}
(O pl .lO ό ό ό O)
(O...p-pl-10-O-δ-O)
(0-ό -q oι ιo δ θ)
Δί_ = {δeΔ+; 8, = 0, (δy, δ,) - (1,0), (0,1)}
δ = =
(θ oι-ί ιo ό.. δ. θ)
(O.-ό.-ό-Ol-ί-lO'-O)
δ^^Cδpδ^-^O)^!,!)}
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1 *«= Λ + . * (0-ό oι ί ιo δ o) 1
= j δ e Δ + ; δ = v y < * '\,
( (O Ol l l l lO O)j
^
+
. = {δeΔ+; 8, = 1, (SJt δ») = (1,0), (0,1)}
(Q...o...01 l l 10-0)
If 7^4, the dominant weights in Δt_, Δp+, Δ?_ are given by (3.9), (3.10), (3.11),
respectively:
(3.9)
(3.10)
(1...1...10...0-0),
(O-ό-όl-ί-l),
(o όi -i iό o),
(i-ί-ί-ί-i),
i ί *
(l...l l
v
 10» 0),
(o.-όi-i-ί-i),
-(Q-qίo ό ό o),
_(o...ό» ό» oίo.. o) .
-(O ό oίo ό O),i » *
-(O Ol l lO O).
-(o qί ίo ό o),
_(0...0 ..θί ίθ 0).
(3.11)
If /=3, the subset Δ
ί+ is empty and so the weights in Δj_, Δp+, Δp_ are all
dominant.
We now see the injectivity of p for Case (a): CIS=(Q, σ, T). In this case p
is a homomorphism of (ί??)*(g)ϊ£ to Λ2(ί>-)*®t>?.
We first suppose that />4. Then the minus multiple of dominant weights
in Δp_ are given by (αrl)~(α4) and the dominant weights in Δj_ are given by
(αl) -(l ί—ί-lO-O), (α2) (O -oί-ίo O O),
(α3) -(0-Ol ί ί l), («4) (O d θί lO-0),
091) (l-ί; 10...0-0), (yS2) -(O-OlO-ό-O-O),
(o-d-di-ί-i),
Case (1): /(«)=!. Represent M as follows: w=tf ω
Λ
®-3Γ
β
. Then the pair
(a, β) is one of pairs ((a r), (β s))> where r, ί=l, 2, 3,4. Applying Lemma 2.3
for each pair, we obtain that p(w)ΦO for all the pairs.
Case (2): l(u)=2. We first suppose that u is indecomposable. Consider
the following elements in Δ!+:
(μl) (10-O O δ O), (μ2) (O d—O OIO O),
(μί) (o.-oid-ό-o-o), (μ4) (o-d—dio-o-o),
(μ5) (O-όlO-d-O-O), (μ6) (O O ό O Ol),
(μτ) (o-d oid o-o), (μ&) (0-d-d-oιo o).
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Then such the triples (a, β'; μ) as Case (2) of Case AI are given in the follow-
ing:
(1) ((αl),(/31); (/*!)),;>2; (2) ((αl), (/32); (μί))tj = 2;
(3) ((αl),(/33);(μ2)),fc-ί = 2; (4) ((αl
(5) ((α2),(/31);(M3)),y = 2; (6) ((α2
(7) ((α2))(/33);(μ4)),ft-ί >2; (8) ((«2), (/34); (M4), Λ-i = 2;
(9) ((α3),(/βl);(A»5)),»-; =2; (10) ((«3),(/32); (M5)), ί-j>2;
(11) ((α3), (£3); (j*6)), *£/-!; (12) ((α3), (£4); (M6)), A = 7-1;
(13) ((α4),(/81); (,.?)), ί-y^2; (14) ((«4), 082); (M7)), /-j = 2;
(15) ((α4),093);(A»8)),ft = /-l; (16) ((o4),084); (M8)), Λ^/-l.
Lemma 2.4 is available for cases (1), (4), (6), (7), (10), (11), (13), (16) and Lemma
2.2 is available for the other cases. So it follows that p(ω)Φθ.
We next suppose that « is decomposable. Put u=a a>
Λl®Xh-{-l> ωΛl®Xβz.
Then the following two cases are considerable:
/ <• *(1) λ=(l lll l), where i=j-\-\,k=i-\-\ and the pairs (ahβi) are
((αl),Gβ3)),(α3),G91));
3 i k
(2) λ=—(Q OIO O), where j=l,k = l and the pairs (ah βt) are
In these cases the weights λ are roots and Lemma 2.2 is available. So it follows
thatp(tt)Φθ.
Case (3): l(u)>3. We see the weight spaces with dim>3. Let λ be a
weight in Λ and let α, β be weights such that \=—a-\-β, where αeΔp, and
/SeΔj. Denote by ak, bky \k(l<k<l) the &-th components of α,/?, λ, re-
spectively. Since d, =±l and δ, =0, it follows that λ,—Tl Suppose that
\~l. (For the case that λ^= —1 we can similarly do the arguments mentioned
below.) Then it follows by (3.8) that λy=0, ±1, 2.
Case (i): \y=0. Then it moreover follows by (3.8) that λ*=0, 2.
If λ,
Λ
=0, the pair ί ^  J has either of the forms
( S i k \ i j j k \O...Q -1 — 1 \ ί -l -l 0 0\O...Q... o -i Γ \ -i o-o-oj"
If the weight space for λ has the dimension more than 3, it follows by Lemma
J » k />y\
3.6 that λ=(0—0—01 —1 — 10—0—0), and the pair (ΪJ has either of the forms
(3.12)
O-O-l
V θ - 0 0-0-1 1--10
^o...o-ι--ι -i
^O-O-l 1—10- 0
fo. . ι  Jι..._ιo...δ -ol
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Hence for a maximal vector u in this weight space, it follows by Lemma 2.2
If λ*=2, the pair ί ^j has the form ί Q^'Q ^ Q'" . J. By Lemma 3.6,
the weight space with this λ has at most dimension 2.
Case (ii): λy=l. Then it moreover fololws by (3.8) that χA=±l.
If λ*=l, the pair ( ~ 1 has either of the forms
( 3 i k \ / j i k \_ι..._ι o-o\ /o o -i —i jo- o- 0 1 / \ i o- o o / '
If the weight space for λ has the dimension more than 3, it follows by Lemma
3.6 that λ=(Q—Ol ί ί l lO O), and the pair ( ^) has either of the forms
(3.13)
Hence for a maximal vector u in this weight space, it follows by Lemma 2.2
thatp(w)Φθ.
y i k
If λ
Λ
= — 1, the pair ί^) has the form (Q...~~Q.*.'.'~Q _l " )• By Lemma
3.6 the weight space for this λ has at most dimension 2.
Case (iii): λy= — 1 (resp. λy=2). The pair Γ^j has the form
[0-0-1
Inw
// o
In. ..πι...
y
0
1
. —i ... _
π ...u ••
-0 -1
... 1 Π
-1 ... .
0 ...
i
... J
Π
-1 0-
Π 1 ...\) I •••
k
1 .
π
0 0
1 ...1Π...O1 * ' 1 U * * V/y
Π
i j i k \
(resp. -1--1 ° ~ < > ) .
0- O O/ V 1 O-O-O/
By Lemma 3.6, the weight spaces with these λ have at most dimension 2.
We next suppose that 7=3. It holds that
Δf. - {(100), (001)} , Δ++ = {(010), (111)} ,
So a weight λ in Λ is one of ±(010), ±(11-1), ±(-111), ±(210), ±(111),
±(012), and the weight spaces for λ=±(010), ±(111) have dimension 2 and
the weight spaces for the other λ have dimension 1. Lemma 2.3 is available for
the cases with dimension 1 and Lemma 2.2 is available for the cases with dimen-
sion 2. Hence it follows that p(w)Φθ for all maximal weight vectors u.
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Summing up the above arguments, we have the following result for the
PSLA of Case (a) the homomorphism p is always injective. Similarly for the
other cases p is injective.
Theorem 3.8. Let ^V be the G-orbit which corresponds to a PSLA in a
family of type AIL Then the ^-geometry does not admit a non-totally geodesic
cV-submanifold.
4. The PSLA's with Lie algebra g of type Bt
Let g be the Lie algebra of type Bh 7>2, that is, the Lie algebra 3o(2/+l)
of real skew symmetric matrices of degree 2/+1. Then the Dynkin diagram
of the fundamental root system Π is given as follows:
O— O ----- O -* O -«b = α1+2α2+ +2αl
Put θhθjk as in §3 and let φ^ 1 <;<*</, and &{..k, \<j<ί<k<l, be the
families which contain the PSLA's (g, 0, , 0y), (g, θh θ j k ) y respectively.
Lemma 4.1. A PSLA (g, σ, r) of inner type is equivalent to a PSLA which
belongs to one of the families 3${. or ^ { ; jk, by an inner automorphism of g.
Proof. We may assume that cr=0, . We divide into the following cases:
(1) i=l, (2) ί=2, and (3) 2<i<l
Case (1): ί=l. In this case I=C+t, and the Dynkin diagram of Π5 is given
as follows:
o— o ----- o^o
Hence we may assume that the restriction T of r is given as follows: T^exp ad
(v/ZTί Γ Kj), where 2<j <L Put Kj=a, H,+ -+^ #,. Since
for 2<k<l, it follows that Kj=a1H1+H. and thus τ=exρ a
This implies that
 T=τ0=exρ ad(\/^l7r^) or T=TO σ. So the PSLA (g, σ, T)
belongs to 9$^.
Case (2): i=2. In this case Ϊ=Ϊ5 and the Dynkin diagram of Π, is given
as follows:
o o o— o ----- o^o
If we put f=exp ad(\/^l7r K), the following cases are considerable: (i) K—KQ\
(ϋ) K=K^ (iii) X=ίΓy, 3<y</; (iv) K=Xβ+£ι; (V) ^ -ίC0+ ,^ 3<; </; (vi)
K=K,+Kjy 3<; </; (vii) ^ -^ o+ i^+^ , 3<; </. By Lemma 1.2 (1), only
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the cases (iii), (iv), (vii) have involutive extensions of ?. Using the fact that
r
, a$y=Srs for r, s=0y 1, 3, •••, 7, we represent the vectors Kr by the vectors
For Case (iii) it follows that Kj=—H2+H. and thus ^=exρ ^ά(\/~^lπ H.).
This implies that
 T=τ0=exp ad(\/^Ϊ7r Hj), or τ=τ0 σ. So the PSLA (g, σ, T)
belongs to <3j2.
For Case (iv) it follows that KQ-\-K1=H1— H2 and thus f — exp ad(\/— \π H^.
This implies that T=TO— exp ad(\/— lπ H^, or T=TO o . So the PSLA (g, σ, T)
belongs to <B21.
For Case (vii) it follows that K0+K1+Kj=H1-2H2+H. and thus τ==
exp ad(
v
/:
^T7r (#!+#,-)). This implies that T=TO= exp adtv/^ΪTΓ (#!+#,))>
or T=TO cr. So the PSLA (g, σ, r) belongs to j32 . 1;..
Case (3): 2</</. In this case I=ϊ4 and the Dynkin diagram of Π, is
given as follows:
O-o ----- O O-O ----- O -» O
«! I a2 α,--!O
If we put 7*= exp ad(>/— 1^  j?^), the following cases are considerable: (i) K=Kj,
0</</-l; (ii) ^=^4, ί+l<Λ</; (iii) K=K.+Kk, 0<; </-!, /+1<Λ</.
Here the cases thaty^O, 1 don't occur by Lemma 1.2 (1). Similarly to Case (2),
the PSLA (g, σ, T) belongs to Ά{j, <Bki, -®, : Jk according to Cases (i), (ii), (iii). Π
From the above proof, we can see that the subalgebras 1+ for «Sf ;. are differ-
ent from those for Άi . jk. Hence the families *Btj are never equivalent to the
familiies ^ i ; jk.
We first see the equivalences among the families S{j and the equivalences
among the PSLA's wihch belong to each ^ ij.
Put V=^/—l§ and take an orthonomal basis {el9 •••, et} such that ai=^ei—
ei+1 for !</</—!, and al=el. Then it holds that Hi=e1-{ ----- \ ei for all i, and
the Weyl group TF(Δ) is generated by the permutations of ely •• ,^/ and the
mappings wϊ, l<i<l: wT(ei)——ei and w~ϊ(e])=ej for j=£i. Define elements
wl(\<k<T) and w{k(jy k>l,j-\-k<l) in W(Δ) in the same way as in §3. Then
it follows that
Hk-Hk-i (\<i<k)y
Let φk0y φ{k be inner automorphisms of g induced by WQ, w{ky respectively.
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For a family 3)^ put i=j+k and l+l=ι+r. Then j, k, r>l and the fol-
lowing holds.
Proposition 4.2. Two families <BiJ} ^ , /y/ are equivalent to each other if and
only if r—r' and the pairs (j, k), (jf , k') concide except order.
Proof. Consider the PSLA (g, θh 0y) in Q. and the PSLA (g, 0,/, 0y/) in
&??. Then it follows that I+=δo(2/)08o(2*)(g)δo(2r— 1) and ϊί=So(2/')θ
Suppose that J3/;. is equivalent to -3,-y. Since f+ is isomorphic to ϊi, it fol-
lows that r—r' and pairs (/, k)y (/, kr) coincide except order.
To prove the converse we may prove the following equivalence: .3,-sί.ίS ,^
where <Bitk has the triple (k,j, r). This is similarly given by φ{k as Proposition
3.2. Π '
By virtue of this proposition we may consider only the families ίB}j with
triple (/, k, r) such thaty<&. Such a family is said to be a proper family of type
BI and a family without the above condition is said to be simply a family of
type BI.
Proposition 4.3. Let J3,
 y be a proper family of type BI with triple (j, k, r)
and set (g, σ, τ)= (g, Θi9 θj). Then the following hold:
(1) If j<k, all the PSLA's in ^ i}. are non-equivalent to each other \
(2) Ifj= k, only the equivalences of first type hold.
Proof. We note that dim!_=4;Λ, dimt>+=2£(2r— 1), dim \)-=2j(2r— 1).
(See (4.1) later.) Thus p± are not isomorphic to ϊ_.
(1) In this case it moreover follows that dim £_<dim p+. Hence our claim
is obvious.
(2) Consider the inner automorphism φ{k. By the same way as Proposi-
tion 3.3 (2), the equivalences of first type are obtained. The non-equivalences
for the other pairs are obtained by the above note. Π
We next see the equivalences among families &i .
 jk and the equivalences
among the PSLA's which belong to each -3,
 ; jk.
For a family ^  .
 Jk putj=a, i=j+by k=i+c, l+l=k+d. Then a, b, c, d>
1 and the following holds.
Proposition 4.4. Two families ^{ . jk, 3$^ . y v are equivalent to each other if
ana only if d=d' and the triples (a, b, c), (ar , b', c') coincide except order.
Proof. Consider the PSLA's (g, <9, , θjk), (g, 0, /, 0y/Λ/). Then it follows that
l+=$o(2a)®$o(2b)®8o(2c)®$o(2d-l) and l/+=
80(2^-1).
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Suppose that ^  .
 jk are equivalent to ^ , / . y/Λ/. Since !+ is isomorphic to
it follows that d= d1 and triples ((a, b, c), (a'y b', cf) coincide except order.
To prove the converse we may show the following equivalences:
(1) 3, .
 Jk ac &, . bk and (2) &, . jk . , k_i
Similarly to Proposition 3.4, these equivalences are obtained by the inner auto-
morphisms φl*9 φ\, respectively. Π
By virtue of this proposition we may consider only the families J3t . jk with
quadruple (a, b, c, d) such that a<b<c. Such a family is said to be a proper
family of type BΠ and a family without the above condition is said to be simply
a family of type BΠ.
Proposition 4.5. Let <Bg . jk be a proper family of type BII with quadruple
(a, b, c, d) and set (g, σy τ)=(g, θit θjk). Then the following hold:
(1) Ifa<b<c, all the PSLA's in IBf
 ; jk are non-equivalent to each other
(2) If a=b<cy only the equivalences of first type hold;
(3) If a<b—c, only the equivalences of second type hold;
(4) If a=b=c=d} all the PSLA's in <Bi ; jk are equivalent to each other.
Proof. We note that
ϊ_ =
(1) In this case f_ , t>+, £_ are not isomorphic to each other. Hence our
claim is obvious.
(2) Similarly to Proposition 3.5 (2), the equivalences of first type are ob-
tained by the inner automorphism φlb. Also by the above note, p± are not iso-
morphic to ί_. This implies the non-equivalences of the other pairs.
(3) Similarly to Proposition 3.5 (3), the equivalences of second type are
obtained by the inner automorphism (φib)~l φ\ φ\b. Also by the above note,
ϊ_, £_ are not isomorphic to p+. This implies the non-equivalences of the other
pairs.
(4) Similarly to Proposition 3.4 (4), the equivalences of first and second
types hold. Hence our claim is obvious. Π
We now see the injectivity of the I+-homomorphism p for each PSLA.
Similarly to §3, fix a positive integer r and set
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Moreover let R2[(ab) J, #2[(Z), , (5),], Jg[*] be subsets of #2 defined as in §3. Then
we can check the following lemma by a usual argument.
Lemma 4.6. Let λ be an r-tuples in Zr . Then the following hold :
(1) The following each set has at most 2 elements :
(2) For ίfo Mft ΛJKDr] Λ»ί #λ[(?)ι> (V)
r
] IΛIΛWΛ 3.6 (2) ^wrf (3) Mrf res-
pectively;
(3) Zfo*dltf[(}M8)
r
]^ 1 element if \*(Q ΰ),
and has just r—l elements with form
/I — 1 0 — 0\ /I — 1 2 2
(4) The set R\[(~ι)ι, (~o2)
r
] has at most 1 element if λφ(2" 2), and has just
r—l elements with form
/_! 1 _2 2\
V 1 >•• 1 0 - 0 )
if\=(2-2);
 a t
(5) The set Rl[(z)
r
] has at most I element if λφ(0^0 Γ^T) (a>0,b>0),
and has just r elements with forms
a b a «
/ό l^o ό^ΓoΊ^Π\ /ό . o i .•• i Γ^l\
V O - O 1-1 2-2J ' V O - O . I- 1 2-2j
(6) The set Λi[(ί)ι] A«w at most 2 elements if λΦ(O O), and has just 2r—l
elements with forms
n ... i O OX /I »• 1 2 2\
U - l O . oJ' U- l 2 . 2/
ί/λ=(0.. 0);
(7) The set Rl[(~ι)ι] has at most 2 elements if \ Φ (2 2), and has just 2r— 1
elements with forms
/-I ---- 1 0 Q\ /-I ---- 1-2 ---- 2\
\l - 1 2-2,)' \ 1 .. 1 0 .» 0 J
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In the following we represent a root of type B, by a linear combination
of the fundamental root system Π and identify it with an /-tuple of coefficients.
Case BI: The families &
u
 with triple (;', k, r)
Put σ=θf and τ=θ}. Then, for each PSLA in ^/y, the corresponding
symmetric space M and the totally geodesic C^-submanifold N are given as
follows: (N is locally described.)
(a) (V = (a,σ,T): M= SO(2l+l)/S(Q(2j+2k)xO(2r-l)).
In this case N = βo(2y+2r-l)/S(o(2; )Θo(2r-l));
(b) cμ = (
β> o , στ): M = 5C7(2/+l)/5(0(2y+2Λ)χO(2r-l)).
In this case N = βo(2*+2r-l)/S(o(2*)φo(2r-l));
(c) <V = (a, T, σ): M = <SO(2/+1)/S(O(2»X O(2ft+2r-l)).
In this case JV = So(2/+2r—l)/8(o(2y)0o(2r—1)):
(d) q/ = (fl,τ, or): M= 5O(2/+l)/5(0(2;)xO(2*+2r-l)).
In this case N = §o(2/+2&)/§(o(2/)0o(2&));
(e) cμ
 =
 (
β> 0.T) o ): M = SO(2/+l)/S(0(2*)x0(2y+2r-l)).
In this case ΛΓ= §o(2A:+2r-l)/§(o(2^)0o(2r-l));
(f) cμ = (fl> or, τ): M= 50(2/+l)/5(0(2Λ)χO(2y+2r-l)).
In this case ΛΓ = §o(2/+2£)/§(o(2y)0o(2&)).
For the PSLA (g, σ, T), the subsets Δj!~+, ΔjL, Δp+, Δp_ of Δ+ are given as follows:
(4.1)
(0-oι-ιo o q-Q)
(O...q...qi...io-o-o)
(o...ό» ό» oi-io-o)v
 ) i '
(0-01-12-2-2-2)
(θ...q. qι-i2-2-2)
(0...6-0-01-12-2)
= ίδ<ΞΔ+ δ = (o-oi-i-io-ό-o) J
 t
\ ' (0-01-1-12-2-2)) '
^(0-q-oι-ί-ιo-o)
(0...0-01-1-12-2)
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+ . (Q-Ol---10-0)
δ =
 v
 j i '\.
(0-01-1-1-12-2)]
If />3, the dominant weights in Δ f_, Δp+, Δp_ are given by (4.2), (4.3), (4.4),
respectively:
(42) j(i-i2-2-2), (i-ίό-o) (i=y+i),
( -(ίθ-O-0) (/=!), -(12-2) (j=l,i=2).
(4.3) (0-01-12 ...... 2), -(0-Oίθ-O) (i=j+l).
(4.4) (1-1-12-2), -(ί-10-0) (j = 1) .
If 7=2, the subset Δ
Ϊ+ is empty and so the weights in Δf_, Δp+, Δp_ are all
dominant.
We now see the injectivity of p for Case (a): C[S=(Q, σ, r). In this case
p is a homomorphism of (p£)*®ϊ£ to Λ2(t>-)*®t>+.
We first suppose that />3. Then the minus multiple of dominant weights
in Δp are given by (αl), (α2) and the dominant weights in Δj are given by
(αl) -(I.;.ί..._ί2...2), (α2) (1...10...0) (/=!),
091) (1-12-2-2), (βΐ) (l.
 :
10.. 0) (*=;+!),
(βS) -(ίθ...d.. 0) (; = !), (/34) -(12-2) (j=l,i = 2).
Case (1): /(w)=l, Represent u as followτs: u=aω
Λ
®X
β
. Then the pair
(a, β) is one of the pairs ((a s), (β ί)), where s—1, 2 and r— 1, 2, 3, 4. Apply-
ing Lemma 2.3 for each pair, we obtain that ρ(u)=0 for pairs ((αl), (/31)) (/=/),
((αl),(/32))(^=/,^=y+lχ((
Λ
2),(^3))(^W,;-l) and X^ΦO for the other
cases.
Case (2): l(u)=2. We first suppose that u is indecomposable. Consider
the following elements in Δ?+ :
(μl) (1Q-Q-Q-Q) (j>2), (μ2) (12-2-2) (j = 2).
Then such the triples (α, yβ'; μ) as in §3 (Case (2) of type AI) are given in the
following;
(1) ((«!), (βl);(μl)),j>2, (2) ((al), (βl) (μ2)),j = 2 ,
(3) ((al),(β2);(μl)),i=j+lj^2, (4) ((al),(β2) (μ2)),i =j+l,j = 2 .
Lemma 2.4 is available for all cases and so it follows that p(w)Φθ.
We next suppose that u is decomposable. Put u=a ω
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Then the following two cases are considerable:
(1) χ=:(01 — 12— 2), where /=! and the pairs (α, , &) are ((αl), (/33)),
(2) χ ^ _ ( θ 0), where /=!, i=2 and the pairs (α, , &) are ((αl), (£4)),
((α2),GS2)).
In these cases the weights λ are roots and Lemma 2.2 is available except the
above case (l)(ί=7). So it follows that p(w)ΦO except the exceptional case.
By virtue of Case (1) we do not need to consider the exceptional case.
Case (3): l(u)>3. We see the weight spaces with dim:>3. Let λ be a
weight in Λ and let or, β be weights such that λ= — a+β, where αeΔ* and
/?GΔ
ί+ Denote by ak, bk, \k(l <£<C7) the k-th components of α, /3, λ, respecti-
vely. Since αy=±l and £y=±l, it follows that λy=0, ±2.
If λy— 0, it moreover follows by (4.1) that λ,— ±1. We see only the case
that λf =l. Because we can similarly see the case that λ, = — 1. By (4.1), the
i i J i
pair ( o) has either of the forms ( i " π ...π)>( l" 2 2r ^ Λe weight
space for λ has the dimension more than 3, it follows by Lemma 4.6 that
λ=(0— 0— 01 — ί — 10— 0) or (0—0— 01 — ί— 12— 2), and for the former (resp.
/
 Γf\
the latter) the pair I
 fi ) has either of the forms
(4.5)
resp.
0-01 - ί
0-01 ... 1 -12-.. 2 2
Suppose that u belongs to this weight space. If *Φ7, it follows by Lemma 2.2
that p(z/)φO. If ι=7, we can not apply Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.4. But, by
virtue of Case (1), we do not need to consider this case.
Suppose that λy=2. (For the case that \.— —2 we can similarly do the ar-
gument mentioned below.) Then it moreover follows by (4.1) that λ,—1,3.
( a\ β m ( j... i \Λ ) has the following form, respectively: ( -, 2—2/»
ί ~~V" Q o)' ^ Lemma 4.6, the weight spaces with these λ have at most
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dimension 2.
We next suppose that 1—2. In this case it holds that
So a weight λ in Λ is one of ±(01), ±(21), ±(23), and the weight spaces for
λ=±(01) have dimension 2 and the weight spaces for the other λ have dimen-
sion 1. Lemma 2.3 is available for the cases with dimension 1 and it conse-
quently follows that p(u)=0 for these cases. By virtue of the cases with
dimension 1, we do not need to consider other cases.
Summing up the above arguments, we have the following result for the
PSLA of Case (a); the homomorphism p is not injective if and only if ί=/, i.e.,
r=l. For the other cases we have similar results; p is not injective only for
Cases (b), /=/. These cases imply the cases of Example 1 (m: even and r:
even) in §1.
Theorem 4.7. Let ^V be the G-orbit which corresponds to a PSLA in a
family of type BL Then the CIS-geometry admits non-totally geodesic °^-submani-
folds if and only if it is one of the £(? -geometries in Example 1 (m: even and r: even).
Case BΠ: The families J9j
 ; jk with quadruple (ay b, cy d)
Put σ—θf and τ~θ
 jk. Then, for each PSLA in &i;jk, the corresponding
symmetric space M and the totally geodesic CP-submanifold N are given in the
following: (N is locally described.)
(a) cμ = (g,
 σ
,τ):M^SO(2l+l)IS(0(2a+2b)χO(2c+2d-l)).
In this case N = (8o(2α+2έ:)/δ(o(2έi)®o(2έ:)))0(δo(2*+2έ/--l)/δ(o(2i)e
(b) q; = (8, σ, στ): M = SO(2l+l)IS(O(2a+2b)xO(2c+2d-l)).
In this case N = (^o(2b+2c)l^(o(2b)®o(2c)))®(§o((2a+2d-l)l^o(2a)®
(c) q; = (g, τ, σ): M = SO(2l+l)IS(0(2b+2c)x O(2a+2d-l)).
In this case N - (^o(2a+2c)^(o(2a)®o(2c)))®(§o(2b+2d-l)l^(o(2b)®
0(2^-1)));
(d) q^ - (g, T, <rr): M = SO(2l+l)/S(O(2b+2c)χO(2a+2d-l)).
In this case N -
(e) <V = (g,
 στ
,
 σ
)
:
 M = SO(2/+l)/S(0(2tf +2c) X O(2i+2rf- 1)).
In this case ΛΓ - (βo(2*+2ί)/β(o(2ί)θo(2ί:)))0(βo(2tf+2rf-l)/β(o(2α)®
(f) q; = (g, στ, τ): M =
In this case N = (§o(
For the PSLA (g, σ , r), the subsets Δf±, Δp± of Δ+ are given as follows:
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(4.6) Δ£ = {δeΔ+; 8, = 0,2, (δ,, 8.) = (0,0) (0,2), (2,0), (1,1), (2,2)}
(0-oι-ιo-Q-ό-δ V
(Q...d-qι-10-ό-δ-θ)
(O...q-d-oι-ιo-δ-θ)
X c = A + x (θ-d-d-o*-oι-ιo-θ)
δeΔ , δ = v i i k '
(0-01-12-2-2—2-2)
(O-d-qi-12-2-2-2)
(Q...d-q. oι-i2-2-2)
(0-d-d-0-01-12-2)J
Δ,+. = {δe=Δ+; 8, = 0, 2, (δ,, 8.) = (0,1), (1,0), (1,2), (2,1)}
(o...qι-ί-ιo-d-o-o)
(o ..d-ό-oi-i-io-o)
i i *(0...0-0-01-1-12-2);
^ = {δeΔ+; δ, = 1, (SJt δ,) = (0,0), (0,2), (2, 0), (1,1), (2,2)}
(o...d-01-ί-ιo-δ-o)
g= (O-Ol-ί-ί-ί-lO-O)
(0...0-01-Ϊ-12-2-2)
(O-Ol-ί-ί-1-12-2);
Δ£_ = {δeΔ+; δ, = 1, (δ,, δ,) = (0,1), (1,0), (1,2), (2,1)}
(O...qι-ί-ί-ιo-o-θ)
=
 (O . .d-01-l-ί-10-0)
(0...qi-ί-ί-12-2-2)
If 7^4, the dominant weights in Δ,_, Δp+, Δp_ are given by (4.7), (4.8),
(4.9), respectively:
i *
(4.7) (1-ίO-O-O) (i = /-
-(ίθ-O-0-0) (;=1),
(0-01-12-2-2),
(4.8) -(θ-OΐO-0-0) (*=y+l),
(1-12-2-2-2)
-(0-O-Oίθ-O) (
-(12-2-2) (y =!
(l-ί-ί-12-2),
(0-01-ίθ*-0) (
;=:
 2).
0=1), -(0-012-2) (*• = ;+1, A = ί+l).
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(Q-όl-ί lV Z), (I.. ί. .ί2.. 2 ..2),
(4.9) -(0-Oί ίθ O) (i=j+l), (1-ί ίO O) (* = *+!),
-(ί-ίo-o-O) (/=i), -(I .i2 ...... 2) (j=ι,k = i+i).
If /=3, the subset Δ
Ϊ+ is empty and so the weights in Δj_, Δp+, Δ* are all
dominant.
We now see the injectivity of p for Case (a): CV=(Q, σ , r). In this case p
is a homomorphism of (pί:)*®!? to Λ2(f>-)*<8ψ?.
We first suppose that />4. Then the minus multiple of dominant weights
in Δp are given by (αl)~(α6) and the dominant weights in Δj_ are given by
(/31M/36):
/Vy1\((XL)
(α3)
/>oι\I/*1)
083)
085)
(O .
(I"
/Λ(V
(l .
-(10.
>
j »
•Ol
f
•10-
.0...\J
a
•10-
ί
...O
'*
A
-10-
A
-o-
ί
m ..•
A
..Q
A
..o
*
...0)
-0)
.19.• i^-
•0)
•o)
(*•=;+!),
O'=i),
..0\z
λ
(»•=;+!),
0=1),
(/v9\\aΔ)
(α4)
//00\VPZJ
084)
086)
— Π.I1
-(!..
-(0»
a
-(12.
.1 ..1
j
•l
j
.0-
Ά
...2-
i
.19..
l^
i A
•10-
I
•όίo
...2)
A
.o...o\
•Zr z; ,
•0)(A =
w >
A
-0) (ft
0=ι,
= *•+!),
ft = *+!),
= »+!),
ί = 2).
Case (1): l(u)=l. Represent u as follows: u=aω
ΰύ
®X
β
. Then the pair
(α, y8) is one of the pairs ((ar),(β s))y where r, s= 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Applying
Lemma 2.3 for each pair, we obtain that p(w)Φθ for all the pairs.
Case (2): l(u)=2. We first suppose that u is indecomposable. Consider
the following elements in Δ
ϊ+ •
(μl) (O. QlO ό O O), (μ2) (O ό O όlQ O),
(0 012 2 2) (ί=j+2), (M) (10-0-.0-δ-0),
(0...0...010.. 0....0), (μ6) (12...2 ..2.. 2) (; = 2),
(0 0 012 2) (ft = i
Then such the triples (a, β'\ μ) as in §3 (Case (2) of type AI) are given in the
following:
(1) ((al),(β2);(μl)),i-j>2, (2) ((αl), 085); (μl)),j = l,i-j^2,
(3) ((aϊ),(βϊ)',(μ2)),k*l, (4) ((αl), 084); (/ώ)),AΦ/, ft = *+!,
(5) ((αl), (/32); (^J). *-; = 2, (6) ((αl), 085); (^3)),; = 1, i-j = 2,
(7) ((α2),082);(A44)),;^2, (8) ((α2),OS3);(At4)),;^2,*
(9) ((α2),(/81);(At5)),ft-i^2, (10) ((α2), 082) (μfi)), j = 2,
(11) ((o2), 083); (μ6)),j = 2, »=;+!,
(12) ((α2), 081) ;(/»?)), ft- *= 2,
(13) ((α3), 081); (,,2)), *=;+!, ftΦ/,
(14) ((α3), 084); (μ2)), i = j+l, k = i+l, AΦ/,
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(15) ((«4), 092); (μ4)), k = ί+l,;2>2,
(16) ((o4), 093); (/*4)),y^2, »=/+!, k = ί+1,
(17) ((«4), 032) (μ6)),j = 2, Λ = ί+ 1,
(18) ((«4), 083); (μ6)), j = 2, * =;+!, k = ί+1,
(19) ((«5), 091); (M5)), A-ί^2,; = 1,
(20) ((«5), 091); (^7)), Λ-ί = 2,; = 1.
Lemma 2.4 is available for all cases and thus it follows that />
We next suppose that u is decomposable. Put u—a ω
Λί
®X
βl-\-b
Then the weight X is a root and Lemma 2.2 is available except the following
cases (1), (2): j i k
(1) \=(1 — 11 — 1), where i=j+l,k=l and the pairs (α, , /?,-) are
((αl),G83)),(α3),G82));
J i k(2) λ=— (ll l), where j=l, i=2, k=l and the pairs (α, , /?,.) are
For the exceptional cases the condition (1) of Proposition 2.1 does not hold.
Hence it follows that p(#)ΦQ.
Case (3): l(u)>3. We see the weight spaces with dim>3. Let λ be a
weight in Λ and let or, β be roots such that \=—a-\-β, where αeΔp_ and
/JeΔj. Denote by ak, bk, \k(l<k<l) the &-th components of α, /3, λ, respec-
tively. Since a~±l and άf.=0, ±2, it follows by (4.1) that λr=±l, ±3.
Consider only the cases that λ, — 1, 3. (For the cases that λ,— — 1, —3, we can
similarly do the argument mentioned below.)
Suppose that λ, =3. Then it moreover follows by (4.1) that λ;.= l, 2. For
each case the pair ί ~ j has the following form, respectively:
j i k j i k
( "*ι ~2* ~2 2 / > ( ~"l""~~"2— 2— 2/ By Lemma 4.6, the weight space
with this λ has at most dimension 2.
Suppose that λi=l. Then it moreover follows by (4.1) that λ,.=0, ±1,2. If
λy= — 1 (resp. λy=2), the pair ί ^ j has the following form:
j i k j i k
( '"_ι ~~o" ' ' ~~0 θ) (resp ( ~1 0-0-θ)) By Lemma 4.6, the weight
space with this λ has at most dimension 2.
Consider the case that λy=l. Then it moreover follows by (4.1) that
λ*=±l,3. If \k= — 1 (resp. λ*=3), the pair ΓΪj has the form
j i k j i k
(θ...~~0-~0 -l"'°) (resP (θ -~0-~0 ^f"^2)) By Lemma 4.6, the
weight space with this λ has at most dimension 2. If λ
Λ
=l, the pair ( ^ ) has
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one of the following forms:
/O...Q -i—*ι \ /o-δ i-i \ / -ι--ι ό-o\
V 1 0- 0-0y> V 1 2-2-2;' \0 0- 0 1 )>
j i k( _1..._1 _2 —-2\O . O 0 —-1 / *ke we*Skt space for λ has the dimension more
than 3, it follows by Lemma 4.6 that
λ = (θ oι ί ί ί ιo θ),
(O-Ol ί-l-ί-12-2).
For the former λ the pair ί ^  J has one of the following forms:
(4
'
10)
 /O 0 - 0 -1 - -1 ...-1-..-10... 0\
.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-01-
-01-
-0-1
...
-0-1
...
1
ό
1
...
... i
-01-
...12-
j
O
j
0-
0
i
1
2
...
k
-2
•
0-
1
_ι ...
0-
0-
-12
_1
0
-1
0
0
0-
1-
-2
-1
).
Γ
k
o -
1 -10-
k
2
1 .
o/
o\,
..o/'
...
..—1—2.
-2
••-2,
(For the latter λ we can similarly see the form of (p) ) Hence it follows by
Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.1 (1) that ρ(w)Φθ for a maximal vector u in the
weight space with weight λ. Proposition 2.1 (1) is applied to the case that
λ=(0 01-ί . ί-l l).
Consider the case that λy=0. Then it moreover follows by (4.1) that λ*=
0,2. If λ*=0, the pair ί
 fi) has one of the following forms:
for λ has the dimension more than 3, it follows by Lemma 4.6 that
\ = (O O Ol l —10—0—0)
and the pair ( p) has one of the following forms:
VO 0 0-0-1 1 1 O O/
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/ i ί * \
[0-0-0-1 1 -1 1-2 2\
\0-0 0-0-1 1 1-2 2/'
/Q... 0-1 -1 -1 10-0-0\
\0-0-1 1--10- 0 O-O/
/O-O 1 ... ί ί-12-2-2\
\0...0 1 -1 -12-2 2-2/ '
Hence it follows by Lemma 2.2 that p(w)Φθ for a maximal vector u in this weight
space. If λ*=2, the pair ( „ j has one of the forms:
space for λ has the dimension more than 3, it follows by Lemma 4.6 that
and the pair
(4.12)
x = (θ ό oι i
0
0
0
Ό
,o
0
o
/α\
\β)
- 0
...o
-d
-0
-0
-0
-0
-0
-12-2-2)
has one of the following forms:
-0-1- -1
0-01-
...Q-l... -1
0-01-
-i — Ί
i ... i ... m...1 ••• 1 ••• lU
1 - ί ΐ -10
1 ...i ...12-2
k
-1
1
k
-1
1
I
-1
0
k
-0
-2
1 -2 2\
- 1 0- O/
1 0-0\
- 1 2-2/
--1-2--2-
Λ ...
••A
...2
-2
0,
Hence it follows by Lemma 2.2 that p(tt)4=0 for a maximal vector u in this
weight space.
We next suppose that 1=3. Then it holds that
Δ,+. = {(100), (001), (122)} , Δp+. = {(HO), (Oil), (112)} .
So a weight λ in Λ is one of the following: ±(010), ±(11—1), ±(—111),
±(210), ±(111), ±(012), ±(212), ±(113), ±(133), ±(232), ±(234). The weight
spaces for λ—±(111) have dimension 4 and the weight spaces for λ=±(010),
±(012) have dimension 3 and the weight spaces for the other λ have dimension
1. Lemma 2.3 is available for the cases with dimension 1 and Lemma 2.2 is
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available for the cases with dimension 3 and the cases with dimension 4 except
the following two; The exceptions are the cases that a maximal vector u has
length 2 and is associated with two pairs
O -1 -1\
1 o oj
in R2 according to λ=±(lll). For these cases Proposition 2.1 (1) does not
hold. Hence it follows that ρ(w)φO for all cases.
Summing up the above arguments, we have the following result for the
PSLA of Case (a); the homomorphism p is always injective. Similarly for the
other cases p is always injective.
Theorme 4.8. Let ^V be the G-orbit which corresponds to a PSLA in a
family of type BH. Then the ^-geometry does not admit non-totally geodesic CV-
submanifolds.
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